
सत्यमेव जयते





Making an effort to ensure the use of energy 

in most efficient way

High energy efficient equipment/ appliance 

with help of energy conservation tools and 

energy audit.



is





Energy Efficiency
uses Less Energy

Same Output 

and

Reduces CO2

Emissions.

for



One of the best energy saving device is 

SWITCH.



One kWh of energy saved at consumer end is equal to 2 

to 2.5 kWh of energy generated at the generation end.



Use 3 star and above labeled electrical products.

such as window air conditioner, split air 

conditioner, refrigerator, transformers, pumps, 

ceiling fans, FTL etc.









A reading lamp, for 

example, lights only 

reading material 

rather than the 

whole room.









 Infrared sensors,

 Motion sensors,

 Automatic timers,

 Dimmers and

 Solar cells wherever applicable.

To switch ON/ OFF Lighting 

circuits/ Air conditioners 



of Energy Efficiency.



Use Timer Switch On 

Use Minimum Lighting Required 

For Security Purpose In 



Can absorb upto 50 percent 
of the light.

and 





LEDs use up to 80% less electricity 
than incandescent lamps.

incandescent lamps LEDsCFLs





Switch ‘OFF’ AC units half an

hour before leaving the room.



Set the thermostat of room air 

conditioner at 25°C (77°F) to 

provide the most comfort at the 

least cost.

Use ceiling or table fan as 

first line of defense against 

summer heat.



Plant trees and growing shrubs in 

colonies and around office buildings to 

keep cool the surroundings and 

comfortable interior, thus reducing the 

necessity for artificial cooling. 







Provide automatic door closures









Refrigerator is kept away from all 

sources of  heat, 

including direct sunlight, 

radiators, appliances such as oven, 

and cooking range.



Think about what you need 

before opening refrigerator door. 

You will reduce the amount of  

time the door remains open.



Refrigerator motors and 

compressors generate heat, 

Allow enough space for continuous 

airflow around refrigerator. 





A full refrigerator is a 

fine thing, but be sure 

to allow adequate air 

circulation inside.





Increase Thermostat Setting

Of Water Cooler.

The setting of 

thermostat shall be 

increased from 15 °C 

to 20 °C.



One Could Save Over 18 

Percent Of The Energy Used At 

The Higher Setting.

Instant electrical geysers 

are more energy efficient 

and less costlier too.









Microwaves save 

energy by reducing 
cooking times. 



Don’t open  

unless it is must. 













Draw power whenever 

they are plugged in and 

are very inefficient. 









Check leakage 
and misuse of 

compressed air

Use small capacity compressors 

at user point  instead of single 

large capacity compressor.





would



Calibrate fuel injection 

pumps frequently



Energy Saving Measures For





Install APFC (Automatic

Power Factor Correction)

panels for power factor

improvement.

Use solar PV energy for

station buildings and

platform shelters.



Energy audit is the most 

powerful tool to incorporate 

cost effective energy 

conservation measures in the 

system to give an overall 

saving in energy.



Energy Auditing is 

necessary to identify 

possible sources of energy 

leakages and inefficiency 

in energy usage in 

buildings/ installations.






